JRB FUNCTIONS/ EVENTS MENU
Jersey Rd. Bistro ‘JRB’ provides relaxed, fresh and modern bistro dishes, showcasing the best of Australian
producers, fresh ingredients and modern cooking techniques. Australian Modern Bistro cuisine provides lighter,
more relaxed dishes. Perfect for a function or event, the Eastern Suburbs’ well-heeled and corporate crowd
will be delighted to hear Jersey Rd. Bistro will open exclusively for private lunch bookings by appointment for
8 guests or more, minimum spend applies, Tuesday to Saturday.
Enjoy private lunches for that special event or celebration, or private setting for that confidential corporate
lunch event, in a sophisocated, relaxed setting only 10 mins from Sydney CBD or 5 mins from Bondi Junction.

FUNCTIONS/ EVENTS
CANAPES OPTION - 5 canapes /sample menu only

$45pp

Red cabbage crackers / Parmesan custard
Sydney rock oysters / White balsamic / Verjus / Lemon
Chicken liver parfait / Raspberry / Fennel / Grilled sourdough
Smoked fish fingers / Rosemary mayonnaise
Cured wagyu tartare / Soy / Shiitake / Radish / Crispy kale

DINNER/ LUNCHES
(LUNCH - by appointment only Tuesday to Saturday/ minimum of 8 people/ minimum spend)
All Special Dietary requirements catered for upon booking confirmation
OXFORD ST. OPTION

$60pp

2 Choice of Entrees / 2 Choice of Mains/ Shared Side
QUEEN ST. OPTION

$70pp

Shared Entrees / 3 Choice of Mains/ Shared Side/ 3 Choice of Dessert
JERSEY RD. OPTION

$80pp

3 Choice of Entrees / 3 Choice of Mains/ Shared Side / 3 Choice of Dessert
JRB BISTRO BANQUET OPTION

$75pp

This menu is culinary exploration of JRB’s fresh and light cuisine. The Bistro Banquet Menu selection comprises
of seven courses and has been specifically crafted by our Head Chef Jason Dean, to showcase the best, fresh
and modern bistro dishes. Perfect for two or a group, it will delight you, as you journey through the JRB culinary
evolution. JRB; A fresh evolution of Modern Australian Bistro cuisine in 2025.
For bookings or enquires: reservations@jerseyrdbistro.com.au or please call 02 9328 1600 after 3pm
JRB: Open Tuesday to Saturday 5pm to late, Sunday Brunch 10 to 3pm

